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NEW AIRCRAFT ADDS CAPACITY AND FLEXIBILITY FOR RVL GROUP
Leading UK specialist aviation services provider RVL Group has increased its freight and
passenger-carrying capacity with the addition of a further Beechcraft King Air B200 aircraft to
its East Midlands Airport-based fleet.
It brings to four the number of King Air aircraft in operation with RVL, and adds significant
versatility to the company’s roster thanks to its eight-seat ‘commuter’ configuration. It is the
only eight-seater (Covid-19 regulations and social-distancing permitting) King Air B200
available for charter in the UK – most have a maximum capacity of seven – and is expected
to prove ideal for corporate travel, medical teams, engineering crews and other personnel
movements.
The B200 can be speedily reconfigured to move loose-load freight, boosting the flexibility of
RVL’s already impressive time-critical freight capability.
All the required technical and regulatory groundwork has been completed, with the new
aircraft added to RVL’s Air Operator Certificate and transferred to the UK aircraft register.

RVL-Group's new Beechcraft King Air 200 at East Midlands Airport (EMA)

“The additional aircraft is now fully operational and available immediately for commercial
transport flights,” said RVL Head of Flight Operations Richard Baker. “It comes to RVL
following a major avionics upgrade and refurbishment and will offer a major enhancement to
the services we are able to provide to existing and prospective clients.
“The rare eight-seat configuration gives it adaptability and makes it a cost-effective option for
companies seeking to move larger crews. We can operate it on a single or multi-crew basis
to meet client needs, with a maximum flight range of 1580 nautical miles.”
ends
About RVL Group
RVL Group is a specialist aviation services provider based at East Midlands Airport. Formed after

a management buyout in 2007, the company began relocating its core business from Coventry
Airport to East Midlands Airport in autumn 2010 following completion of its state-of-the-art
purpose-built hangar and maintenance facility.
Operating and maintaining its own fleet of 16 aircraft, RVL Group provides services to a range of
private and public sector clients and offers expertise in areas as diverse as aerial surveillance
and survey, passenger and cargo ad hoc and long-term charter, temporary and permanent
aircraft modifications for project work and aerial spraying of pollution dispersants. RVL Group
and its wholly-owned operating subsidiaries are the holders of various UK, European and US
regulatory approvals to conduct almost all types of aerial activity and full maintenance on a wide
range of aircraft and components. These include EASA AOC and CAA Type A Operating licence,
Part 145, Part M, Approved Training Organisation and Dangerous Goods approvals.

